
With more than 25 years of experience in the legal sector advising organizations as a lawyer and

managing law firms, David Fernández founded in 2018 ESKARIAM, Spain’s first legal services

company specialised in major litigation of collective claims with high legal and social value. 

 

Due to his broad and deep knowledge about class actions in the Spanish legal sector, and his

succesfull background in the management of competition matters, banking law, Pharma and

Health, Fernández is recognised as one of Spain’s leading experts in class actions , where this

sort of claim system is not yet as mature as in other European countries. 

As a pioneer in the implementation of business and technological processes and procedures in

Spain’s class action lawsuits  management , David Fernández set up ESKARIAM as a result of

covering two needs: the legal one, boosting high-value class actions and consumers claim culture

in Spain, and the business one, optimising traditional law firms management . Made up of  top-

notch lawyers, experts in robotics or processes, marketing and financial specialists, among

others, Fernández has surrounded himself with senior professionals who share the same vision:

transform the Spanish legal sector and boost the digital and efficient management of high-

volume documentation and data in major litigation. 

Prior to ESKARIAM, David was also a pioneer in recovering deposits paid on account in the

purchase of off-plan homes, having found El Defensor de tu Vivienda. In this company  David

Fernández had a 99% success rate and helped recover more than €200 million for his clients. 

ESKARIAM is currently leading one of Spain and Europe’s most important collective claims in

Competition, the well-known ‘Milk Cartel’ case. With more than €700 million in claiming

damages from the major dairy companies found guilty of colluding to suppress the price of milk,

more than 2,000 dairy farmers impacted by the Milk Cartel trusted ESKARIAM, which is the only

legal services company defending the interests of dairy farmers in the appeals filed by the dairy

industries sanctioned in the National Court.  
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